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1INTRODUCTION
Experiments on railway train resistance have been made
for the last thirty or forty years, but it is a fact today that
there is no definite agreement in regard to the subject. Results
have been reported and formulas worked out, but none have been
generally accepted. This is in a great measure due to the rapid
changes in railway equipment, or in other words conditions have
varied.
It is thought by the writers that by studying the component
parts of the resistance a more close agreement may be reached, be-
cause variations in conditions will be more easily detected. With
this object in view this investigation has been made.
The subject matter is divided into two parts.
PART I is a discussion of the different elements of train
resistance. The object is to enumerate and to describe these ele-
ments, and in a general way to give their amount. No definite val-
ues for any element are given because none has as yet been determin-
ed accurately.
PART II is a discussion of tests made with the University
of Illinois dynamometer car. These tests were worked tip mainly to
obtain resistances for present conditions of rolling stock anc road-
way rather than to obtain data for the discussion oi PART I. The
elements of train resistance can not be determined by dynamometer
tests directly, they must be studied individually and not collectively.

2PART I
TRAIN RESISTANCE AND ITS ELEMENTS
Train resistance is equivalent to the force required to
maintain an uniform velocity in a train. This force in the cane of
the locomotive is applied at the point of contact of the driving
v/heels and the rails. The resistance varies with the velocity, and
it has been the aim of investigations to determine a general express-
ion which will give the resistance for any speed and any condition
of train. This latter can be done only by studying the different
elements which together make up the whole, and to determine their
separate effects on the total resistance.
UNIT OF TRAIN RESISTANCE. Train resistance is usually giver
in pounds per ton of train hauled. This is not very satisfactory,
for accurate comparisons of different tests where trains are made up
of cars of different capacities. It can be easily seen that the
resistance for fifty tons on four pairs of wheels is not the same as
for fifty tons on eight pairs of wheels. This range of distribution
of weight on wheels exists in all freight trains. The unit "pounds
per ton" does shov , however , one important matter- the relative
economy with which a load is being hauled. If one train gives a
resistance of, say, eight pounds per ton and another a resistance of
ten pounds per ton,both being under the same condi tions ,we know that
the second train is not as economic as the first. Results of any
test should contain a statement of the distribution of the load on
the wheels.
ELEMENTS OF TRAIN RESISTANCE. The several component parts

3of train resistance may "be grouped under the following heads:
1. Grade resistance
2. Curve resistance '
3. Rolling resistance
4. Journal friction
5. Effects of velocity
a. Air resistance
"b. Resistance caused "by oscillations
These elements will now he taken up and discussed in the order
named.
1. GRADE RESISTANCE
Work must he done upon a train to raise it up a grade. This
constitutes a tax upon the locomotive. The number of pounds pull
required to raise one ton up a grade can be accurately computed, and
hence there oan be no question about this part of train resistance.
The amount of the force is found as follows:
V/e hav^ P*=W sin«* = YY tan ot ( approximately ). Since <x is
always very small the relation is almost exactly true.
If YY be taken as one ton,
Resistance per ton = 2000 tan pounds
= 20 x per cent of grade.

2. CURVE RESISTANCE
A truck in passing around a curve is rotated about a vert-
ical axis. If the gage of the track is just equal to the gage of
the wheels, this axis passes through the center of the truck. If
however the gage of the track is enough wider than the gage of the
wheels to allow the rear axle to take a radial position, the axis
passes through the point of contact of the rear inner wheel. This
was determined hy Wellington "by experiments on model trucks. This
rotation must produce a sliding of the wheels on the track,because
the 3' rotate only in vertical planes parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the truck. Since the longitudinal motion of two wheels on
the same axle have motions in opposite directions , this part of the
s rotation also must he overcome "by sliding. The motion of a truck
which is free to allow its rear axle to take a radial position is
shown in Figure 2.
<5T
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Taking now the rotation about the roar inner wheel, the a-
mount ofsliding of the wheels for an advance of 100 feet along the
track is as follows:
rrD
Front outer wheel^^ar2 -/-b2 J /gg
Front inner wheel b
^7sv
77DRear outer wheel a T^T
Rear inner wheel O
D is the degree of curve, is the gage ,and b is the wheel base.
The total sliding is (a+b + P&e*b2) j^ffi
For a one degree curve and a five foot wheel base this amounts to
0.29 ft.; and for any other curve it varies directly as the degree
of curve.
The velocity of a sliding is as follows:
Front outer wheel f7az+b^-Jag^d Y /rr/Ves jzerkotrr
Front inner wheel b y^fi Y „ »
Rear outer wheel ^ Jsoob -Y » » "
In which V is the velocity of the truck along the curve. For a one
degree curve these amount to 0.0012 V, 0.0009 V,and 0.0008 V, respect
ively; and for any other curve varies as the degree of curve. We
see from this that the velocity of sliding is very low. The coeffi-
cient of friction between steel tires and steel rails for these low
velocities was determined by Capt. Douglas Galton" as being close
to 0.25. For every ton on a truck there is a pressure of 500 pounds
on each wheel, and the friction is 125 pounds. The work done by this
friction as the truck travels 100 feet along the track on a one
degree curve is 125 x 0.29 or 36.25 foot pounds; and to do this work
» Proc. Inst. Mech. Engrs. 1878.

we must apply at the draw bar ----- = 0.3625 pounds per ton, which
100
is the resistance due to sliding on a one degree curve. On any other
curve the resistance is D x 0. "625 ,because the distance slid
is directly proportional to D. The only error in this is the error
in the coefficient of friction,which may possibly be four or five
per cent,being much smaller for wet rail than for dry.
The resistance given above is only that due to the sliding
of the wheel on the tread. In addition to this there is an increase
in flange friction. A force is required to rotate the truck, which
is applied between the front outer wheels and the rail, as was shown
by Wellington's experiments referred to above. The pressure between
the rail and the wheel is constant for any degree of curve ,because
the sliding force is constant. Therefore the flange friction due
to curvature is constant for any degree of curve.
The greater the velocity of the train the greater will be
the velocity of the sliding, consequently the coefficient of friction
will be decreased ( see Oapt. Oalton's article above referred to),
and the less will be the curve resistance. We have then the result
that curve resistance decreases as the velocity increases.
Centrifugal force should be balanced by elevation of the
outer rail; if this condition exists the resultant of the weight
and the centrifugal force acts perpendicularly to the direction of
the rails. The amount of centrifugal force per ton of weight is
shown for different speeds in the following table:

7Speed Degree of Curve
mi.
per ni • j. e 1X \J X o
"I 1 . F7X X • L/ f SS . ftP 46.70
46 . 70 93. 39 140. 09 186.78
X • V X 1 0^ . 07 210. 13 315. 20 420. 26
~7
- SIS 373. 57 5A0. 35 747 • 14
50 58.37 291.85 583.70 875.55 1167.40
60 84.05 420.26 840.53 1260.79 1681.06
70 114.40 572.03 1144.05 1706.03 2288.10
80 149.43 747.14 1494.27 2241.41 2933.54
90 189.12 945.59 1891.19 2836.78 3782.38
100 233.48 1167.40 2334.80 3502.20 4669.60
Tne amount of the resultant for,
30 miles per hour on a one degree curve is 2000.1
60 tt n it it it it tt it 2002.
30 " ff tt ft it it tt tt 2003
60 ft ti it ii it tt tt tt 2043
30 » H tt " " ten tt tt tt 2012
It is seen from thi s that the increase in pressure
rails ir-,at most, less than two per cent. This means that train
resistance may be increased between one and two per cent on curves
on account of centrifugal force.
If the elevation of the outer rail is not enough, the excess
centrifugal force crowds the flange of the front outer wheel of the
truck against the rail thus increasing the resistance. .If the
elevation is too great, the flange pressure is relieved,more than
half the weight is thrown on the inner wheels, and consequently the
resistance is decreased. Wellington concludes that centrifugal and
centripetal forces can have but little effect upon train resistance
within the limits of practice.

The fact that the pull of the engine does not act in a
straight line upon the train, can have little or no effect upon the
resistance. The pull is transmitted through the train as through
a cord, and the only loss is because of the obliquity of any two con-
secutive cars. Wellington estimates the loss from obliquity of trac
tion as 0.16 pounds per car per degree, which is an insignificant
amount.
Curve resistance is variously estimated as from one-third
j *"Co two-thirds p-ewtrds per ton per degree of curve. A common rule
for easing grades on curves gives a resistance of one pound per ton
per degree. That curve resistance does not increase as fast as the
curvature can be understood if we consider that one part of it,flang
friction, is constant while the sliding friction varies directly as
the curvature.
3. ROLLING RESISTANCE
Rolling resistance is here taken to mean the resistance due
to the contact of the wheel aid rail. It is often taken to mean the
resistance due to the rotation of the wheel, that is, in it is includ-
ed journal friction. However, since much more is known about journal
friction proper and since they are really distinct , they should be
discussed separately.
Rolling friction proper may be divided into the following
distinct elements: ( 1) , resistance due to compression of wheel and
rail; (2), resistance due to deflection of rail; (3), resistance
due to irregularity of rail; (4), resistance due to slipping

9of wheel on all but one circumference; and (5), flange friction.
(1) . Both wheel and rail are compressed at their point of
contact resulting in a minute depression in each. The size of the
flat spot resulting can not "be exactly computed,but is certainly
very minute. If it is equivalent to 0.02 of an inch, the resistance
is about 0.7 pounds per ton. Thurston in his "Friction and Lost
Work" gives the following values for a coefficient ~f in the formula
ST~ ^ ,where /? is the resistance to rotation, W the weight on
the wheel and r the radius of the wheel:
For ordinary railroads = 0.003
For well built railroads = 0.002
For best possible railroads = 0.001
This gives resistances for thirty-three inch wheels of 0.37, 0.24,
0.12 pounds per ton, respectively. These results are conceded to be
too low. Trautwine gives one pound per ton, which is more nearly in
accordance with the assumption made above as to the size of the flat
spot. On the whole the matter as it stands today is very indefinite
being based for the most part upon assumptions.
(2) . The deflection of the rail under each wheel amounts
essentially to producing a grade before it up which the wheel must
be pulled. How much this amounts to,no attempt has been made to de-
termine. Work is certainly done in deflecting the rail and energy ii
consumed; consequently there is a resistance due to this cause.
The amount of this resistance , as was stated, no one has as yet attemp
i ed to determine.
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(3) . The condition of track is an important factor in roll-
ing resistance. The rail and wheel tend to wear so as to conform to
each other, thus having a larger contact and increasing the resistance.
Farther, if the rails were perfectly straight , rigid, and continuous,
the resistance to rolling would be due only to contact. However
since in actual conditions the rail has irregularities and joints
which are open, we have here another power-consuming element.
(4) . The wheels on one axle may have different circumfer-
ence::, and each wheel may have different circumferences for different
parts of its tread in contact with the rail. However any attempt
to determine this theoretically would be impractica/. There are
too man;; variations ,no two wheels are alike in this respect. ^"""-H-a
(5) . There is friction between the side of the jof the] rail
and the flange. This friction can take place on/one side only at a
time,because the gage of the track is somewhat greater than the
gage of the flanges; then too, the flanges may at times be entirely
free. Hero again we have such varying conditions that theoretical
computations are entirely out of place.
We may conclude that rolling resistance can not be expressed
by any mathematical formula, and the proper way to determine it is by
experiment. It has always been determined in conjunction with
journal friction and estimated as a part of the total, it being gen-
erally concluded that it is but a small part. Journal friction
should be eliminated in an experiment to determine rolling friction.
some
It is possible to obtainA idea of the variation of rolling
resistance with velocity by examining the components. The loss of
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power due to the compression and deflections decreases with velocity
"because they are less for high velocities. The friction also de-
creases with velocity ,because the coefficient of friction decreases
as the velocit3r increases. The loss due to impact caused "by irreg-
ularities of rail is greater for high velocities. Therefore, if it
is true that losses due to friction and deflections are the greatest,
we may conclude that rolling friction proper decreases as the veloc-
ity increases.
4. JOURNAL FRICTION
The matter of journal friction has been thoroughly investi-
gated of late years,not so much for railway trains as for machinery.
The elements affecting the coefficient of friction for railway journ-
als are: (1) kind of lubricant used, (2) bearing metals, (3) temper-
ature, (4) size of wheel and axle, (5) pressure, (6) speed.
(1). An oil may be said to be adapted to the lubrication
of a certain journal if its viscosity is just high enough to retain
a film of proper thickness between the journal and the bearing.
The proper thickness of film obtains when the sliding is simply on
the oil. Then there is no contact between the metals, and we have a
case of liquid friction. The pressure therefore determines , as far
as the mechanical part is concerned, the kind of oil to be used. It
must be viscous enough to prevent being squeezed out from between
the bearings. The oil which just fulfills the above conditions and
no more is the most economical of power, for it gives the least possi-
ble friction.
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The above conditions are simply theoretical conditions
which it is impossible to exactly fulfill. Railway journals are
subject to large variations in temperature , the method of lubrication
has peculiar requirements , and the cost of the lubricant is a matter
to be considered. All these, to a large extent , determine the kind of
oil to be used.
Mineral oil of a good quality has been found to give good
results as far as cost and efficiency are concerned, , and it is to-
day used universally as a journal lubricant. It will carry much
higher pressures than it is called upon to carry in railway work,but
it is not so greatly affected by temperature as other oils which
give slightly lower friction.
With the present method of oil-box and waste lubrication,
considerable attention is necessary to get good results. The oil
soon becomes gritty and gummy, loses its lubricating power, and caus-
es considerable increase in train resistance.
(2). The matter of bearing metals is not so important if
the lubrication is properly attended to, since in that case the bear-
ing is simply on the oil. No metal should be used which is easily
affected by heat for there is liable to be more or less heating.
The bearing now used universally is made of brass and is lined with
babbit metal. The soft inner lining allows a newly applied journal
bearing to readily adjust itself to the journal , thereby preventing
many hot boxes. After the brass has worn to fit snugly on the j ourn-
al, there is but little v/ear if the b:xes are kept in proper condi-
tion.
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(3) . That temperature affects journal friction can easily
be seen when we consider that temperature affects the viscosity of
oil. The lower the temperature the more viscous the oil , consequent-
|
ly the more the resistance. This was proven "by Beauchamp Tower in
experiments made in 1833. It is the common experience of railroad
men that it requires more power to haul a train in winter than in
summer. That much of this is due to increased journal friction may
be proven by an experience which came to the notice of the authors.
A freight train on a cold winter day had been gradually loaded along
a run until it had very nearly the load which it was usual tc haul
during the summer. It was side tracked and held for an hour, and
when an attempt was made to pull out it was found that the engine
could not move the train until the load had been reduced one-third.
The steam pressure and the condition of the track was the same and
therefore the increased resistance must have been in the journals.
Their temperature had been reduced while standing on the siding.
This experience also shows that the work done by the friction may
increase the temperature of the journal after the train has run a
distance until the condition is very near the same in summer as in
winter.
(4) . Since the draw bar pull may be considered as applied
at the point of contact of wheel and rail, and journal friction
is applied on the surface of the journal, the resistance at the draw-
bar due to journal friction is: :
Journal Friction x KSfr-SS-iffliSBt
Diam. of Wheel
*-Proc. Inst, i'.ech. Sngrs., 1883.
V
This ratio is given in the following table for different wheels and
j ournals.
of W 1 LC C J. Tli amU X CV..L. of J OllTTl. Rati
30 171.. ..... . ^ 8 . 5
ff tt
, . . . 3 ft 8. o
tt tt 9.
A
tt ft
. . , . 3 3-4 ff 8.8
ft tl 4 ff 8.5
ft tt
.
A. 1 -4 tt 7.8
ft tt
. _ K tt 6.6
If
. . . ^ JL fcj
tf 10 .
3
ff tt tt
......9.6
tl ff tf 9.0
ff ft 4 1-4 tt 3.5
ff tt 5 ft 7.2
42 ft 1-2 ff
it ff 3-4 tt 11.2
tt ff 4 tt
tt tt 4 1-4 ft
tt ff r M
From the table it is seen that draw-bar resistance may vary fifty
percent between 30-inch and 42-inch wheels.
However this matter is not of nuch moment. Thirty-three
inch wheels have been adopted as a standard for freight cars in Amer-
ica and practic^y so for passenger cars, a few (33-inch and 42-inch
wheels being in use for passenger cars. The 33-inch wheel has been
adopted because it has been found to give the best results in mile-
age, and it is to be expected that there will not be much difference
in train resistance on account of difference of sizes of wheels and
of axles.
The pressure on journals is a matter of loaded and empty
cars. The coefficient of friction decreases as the load increases
up to a certain point. This point is determined by the lubricant.
As long as there is a sufficient film of lubricating material betv/een
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the journal and the bearing, the coefficient varies inversely as the
pressure; but as soon as the pressure is sufficient to force the
lubricant out, the coefficient quickly rises, and is then approximate-
ly constant for al 1 pressures higher than this. This is of course
for perfect lubrication. In Plate 1 are plotted some resistances
per square inch of bearing for mineral oil at different pressures,
as found by Tower in the experiments mentioned on page 15. He used
a bath of oil, which is as near perfect lubrication as it is possible
to have.
V/e see from plate ] that between pressures of 100 and 500
pounds per square inch the resistance is practicallyjconstant. There-
fore between these pressures we have practically perfect lubrication
Pressures found on freight car journals may be estimated
from the following table of weights kindly furnished by a prominent
western railroad
(
and which represents average practice.
Kind of Oar Weight Pressure per sq. in. on Jour.
lbs. Empty Loaded
20-ton capacity box 26600 95 lbs 258 lbs
or tt ft m
^ u 27500 81 228
22 " ii " 29700 88 26425
'
„
furnit. 30000 88 236
1° „ 35800 105 282
20
,,
stock 24900 go 232OC ii H ft •••••••• «-/<--/
~ 5
„ 26800 70 226
30
u
" 32000 04 271
20 "
„
fri*it 29200 10<d 247
25
"
11
" 33400 93 245
refrig. 369oo 132 275
1° „ "°"0^ 11 6 293
flat 13>d00 54. 201
50
'
" 20300 66 236
40 " " 28700 64 242
coal 24100 36 ..." 229
25 " " 25300 74 *22
30 " » 26600 7S 255
40 " » 31300 71 265
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This table gives average values for pressures on journal 3 :
for emoty cars 85 pounds per sq. in, , for loaded cars 245 pounds per
sq. in. , -approximately a ratio of 1 to 3. Tower found (see p. 13) for
these pressures and a speed of 24 miles per hour, the coefficients
0.0064 and 0.0022 respectively , corresponding to resistances of 1.23
and 0.44pounds per ton.
How nearly these values obtain in actual practice is not
definitely known; when estimates are made, the part of the total
resistance which is journal friction is assumed on -ere judgement.
The common theory is that al"1 the resistance which arises about the
wheels is journal friction. This amounts to saying that the lubrica-
tion on cars is about one-sixth as efficient as a bath of oil, or is
practically that obtained by Tower for a pad which gave an oil film
on the journal barely perceptible to touch. That car lubrication
is better than this can not be doubted; in fact for passenger
cars and well kept freight cars, we always find a heavy film of oil
between the bearings, so much in fact that as far as appearances go,
it would seem that even a bath of oil could not materiallv increase
the amount between the bearings.
From the fact that the coefficient of friction decreases
as the pressure increases it follows that the resistance per ton is
less for loaded cars than for empty cars.
(6). It is well determined by the experiments of Tower that
friction varies with velocity. I.'.ore power is required to start a
train than to keep it in motion after certain speed has been attain-
ed. Experiments made by A. If* Wellington, plotted in Plate 2, show
I » Trans. Amer. Soc. of Civil Engrs. 1884.
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that for starting, the resistance is about 20 pounds per ton, and de-
creases somewhat faster than the velocity increases to a point where
the velocity is about 10 miles per hour. After the point of minimum
resistance is reached friction increases with the velocity. The in-
crease is given by Thurston" as being about as the square root of
the velocity "or well lubricated journals and less rapid than this
for poor lubrication.
The speed has another consideration. The fact that as the
speed increases more work is done on the journal and the tempera-
ture rises, introduces an effect on the resistance. The coefficient
of friction increases with the speed, but decreases as the temperature
rises; so that there is a tendency for the two to neutralize one an-
other. Just to what extent this balancing takes place depends upon
the temperature and the condition of the racking.
t
The amount of journal friction is given by A.M.Wellington
as 4 pounds per ton for loaded earn and 6 pounds per ton for empty
cars. These are from experiments made twenty years ago and later
experiments give much lower resistances (see Plate 2). Journal
friction is estimated as low as 2 1-2 pounds per ton for loaded cars
and 5 1-2 pounds per ton for empty cars. These values are given on
the assumption that all the resistance about the wheels is journal
friction. They were calculated by the formula,
in which ft is the total resistance per ton, ^ is a constant, f is
also a constant, and Y is the velocity in miles per hour. The
Friction and Lost Work
' Economic Theory of Railway Location
Engineering News, June 9,199^.
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constant cr is said to be rolling and journal friction; and since
rolling friction proper is said to be practically nothing, the con-
stant is taken to be wholly journal friction. This last conclusion
is arrived at by Wellington from the fact that for low speeds the
train resistance follows the same law as does journal friction.
At low speeds rolling friction proper certainly is a small part of
the total resistance, because journal friction is so very large;
but rolling friction may remain practically constant while journal
friction rapidly decreases. It is generally believed today that
rolling friction proper is not as small as the foregoing indicates.
Let us assume that lubrication was perfect when the re-
sistances were 2 1-2 and 3 1-2 pounds per ton; then journal friction
was constant for both loaded and empty cars, and the coefficient
of friction for empty cars was three times that for loaded cars.
We have then the equations,
J X +Y = z±
in which X is the journal friction per ton, and Y the rolling re-
sistance per ton. Prom these two equations we have;
Rolling resistance 2 lbs. per T.
Journal friction for empty cars 1 1-2 " " "
" » " loaded " 1-2 " " "
These results are not far from those found by Tower, and would
seem that our assumption that the lubrication was perfect was cor-
rect. This example can not be taken as conclusive since nothing is
known about the conditions; but, it indicates, however, the possibil-
ity that car lubrication is far more perfect than has been general-
ly supposed.

FRICTION BETWEEN BACKS OF OIL BOXES AND HUBS OF WHEELS. On
well constructed trucks the "backs of the oil "boxes clear the hubs .
It is most common, however, for the hubs and the boxes to wear upon
each other, thus causing a loss of power. This friction partakes
of the nature of journal friction* The lubrication is not so per-
and
feet, and the friction acts at a greater radius., AtUerefore it is more
effective than the same resistance on the journal, in increasing re-
sistance at the draw-bar. The pressures are probably not very great
and the resistances introduced are not very material, but whenever
this condition exists it is the cause of a loss of power.
RESISTANCE BY BRAKES HANGING AGAINST WHEELS. It is often
found, especially in freight cars, that the brakes hang against
the wheels. They do not press very hard and no particular notice
is taken of it, the cars being considered as in good order, When
we consider that this friction acts without reduction at the draw-
bar even a small pressure will be appreciable. On a number of cars
examined by the authors, which were considered good order, a direct
pull upon the beam of about ten pounds was required to relieve the
brakes from the wheels. If the coefficient of friction is 0.2 the
above effect is equivalent to four pounds for a car having two brake
beams. This is not very large, but is nevertheless a matter of some
importance.
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5. EFFECTS OF VELOCITY
(a). AIR RESISTANCE. This portion of resistance to the mov-
ing train is the one about which least is known. Numerous experi-
ments on pressures of wind against surfaces have been made,but these
results can not be applied to the air resistance on railway trains,
because there we have all manner of curved surfaces and openings
whose effect can not be calculated. In a general way,however, the
relative air resistance should be determinable for trains having the
same general outline.
The effect of air resistance may be classified as follows;
(1) Effect on engine and tender.
(2) Effect on first car.
(3) Effect on intermediate cars.
(4) Effect on last car.
(5) Effect of wind.
(1) The engine rushing through the air produces perturba-
tions which act and react on the surfaces of the engine. On account
of this eddying it is impossible to make any computation of the re-
sistance from data on the pressures of a steady current on a fixed
surface. Direct measurements must be made,which are very difficult,
and which have not yet been made with any success.
(2) The air disturbed by the engine strikes the head end of
the first car and produces a resistance. There is also a resistance
due to the friction along the sides , top, and bottom, and to the space
intervening between the first and second car.
(3) The disturbance caused by the engine will subside after
L. „ ==__============s= =___ =

a short tine, and when it does we expect that the resistance of each
following car will be uniforn until the last car. The suction at
the end of the train makes the resistance for the last car more than
that of the intervening ones.
Experiments at Purdue University in 1896 show that the de-
flections of air currents subside after the second car when the
train is going through still air. The experiments were made on
models in a conduit, and can not be directly compared to actual con-
ditions; but it may be concluded that perturbations caused by the
engine cease before the third or fourth car is reached, depending of
course on the velocity. For intermediate cars the resistance is
made up of, (1) effect due to space between cars, (2) friction on
top, sides, and bottom, (3) resistance to trucks.
(4) The air resistance for the last car is greater than
that of any intermediate car. We have here the resistance resulting
from the space intervening between the last and the preceding cars,
to the friction along the top, sides, bottom, to the effect on
the trucks, and to the effect of the suction behind the car. This
suction is probably the greatest resistance to the car. Experi-
ments made by Frances E. Nipher" on a board three feet by four feet
mounted on the top of a car, show a pressure of 66*98 pounds for
the front side, and a pressure in the same direction of 51.76 pounds
for the back. This indicates that the resistance due to suction is
about 0.8 as much as that due to head resistance.
» Trans. Acad, of Sciences of St. Louis, 1898.
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(5) The maximum effect of a wind in offering resistance to
a moving train does not obtain when the wind is dead ahead, This is,"
a matter of common experience with tTi ' ~:en,and it may be shown
theoretically. For example in Fig. 3, the wind blowing at an angle or
with the track offers between the cars the resistance,
COX /3ecc< ' Unwin )
,
in which f is the pressure of the wind per square foot on a plane
normal to the direction of the wind , and J/\ s the height of the car
in feet. When oC is 45 degrees, this amounts to 25.4./r. The outline
of a box car is approximately 9 feet by 9 feet, and the pressure of
a head wind on this is 81 F in which F is an average pressure per
square foot. Now if this same wind was blowing at an angle of 45
degrees it would produce a presstire of 76.1 F on the head end, and in
addition to this a pressure of 25«4/r for every opening between two
cars; therefore a wind blowing at an angle of 45 degrees with the
train produces, for every three openings between cars, a resistance
about equal to the head resistance produced by the same wind dead
ahead.
These statements neglect friction along the sides of the
cars and the effect of the numerous counter currents which always
exist,but we can see that for an ordinary train a wind blowing at
an angle of 45 degrees may produce four or five times as much resist-
ance as the same wind dead ahead.
Wind also has another effect when blowing against the side
of a train. The flanges on the leeward side are crowded against
the rail thus increasing flange friction. This increased flange
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friction is partly balanced by the effect of more than half the
weight being thrown on cne rail,which is to decrease rolling frictioij.
The amount of the air resistance is involved in much doubt,
as was already indicated. Wellington estimates the air resistance
against the end of a box car as less than tv/o tenths of a pound per
square foot for a velocit3' of ten miles per hour and increasing
(presumably) as the square of the velocity. In the Purdue experi-
ments the air resistance for passenger or freight trains was found
to be represented by the formula,
A= O.OOOJ (L+347)y2
in which Z. is the length of the train in feet, r the velocity in
miles per hour. This formula gives a resistance of about 1.5 pounds
per ton for a twenty-car train of empty box cars having a velocity
of forty miles per hour, and 0.5 pounds per ton for loaded box cars.
The general conclusion to be arrived at from the above is
that even at the highest speed occuring in ordinary practice (60 to
70 miles per hour) air resistance will not exceed 5 pounds per ton.
(b) There is another effect of the motion of the train
which is termed oscillatory resistance. The oscillations in a train
produce an effect upon rolling and journal friction by varying the
pressures. Since the cars are connected by means of springs, we have
also longitudinal vibrations which affect the draw-bar pull. When
we consider that the velocity resistance actually found in trains
(see PART II) is very much greater than that stated in the conclusions
regarding the amount of air resistance , it follows that oscillatory
resistance is an important factor.
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The exact nature of oscillatory resistance can not be stat-
ed. The division of velocity resistance indicated above infers
that it is made up only of air resistance and resistance due to os-
cillations. This includes in oscillatory resistance all variations
of rolling and journal friction with velocity.
The important matter in regard to train resistance is its
variation with velocity. There has been much controversy In regard
to formulas proposed to represent train resistance at different
speeds. One of the most common of these, the Clark formula, is:
in v.hich /? is the total resistance, & and f are constants , and /
is the velocity in miles per hour. Here the resistance is made to
vary as the square of the velocity. The constant & lies between 2.
and 4 for loaded cars and between 4 and 6 for empty cars , according
to the condition of the cars and track. The value of f is given by
Wellington as 0.008 for a homogenous train of box cars and 0.012 for
a train of flat cars. These values are for speeds up to 30 miles
per hour and for the conditions obtaining
.
twenty-five years ago.
These constants give resistances too high for present conditions of
track and rolling stock. In an investigation made \>y the Engineer-
s'ing News, an equation of the form:
was arrived at for speeds of over forty miles per hour. Here the
total resistance is made to vary with the first power of the veloc-
ity. The values of the constants are given as <^ = 2 and ~f * 0.25,
ft June 9,1892.
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the numerical equation then becomes,
That this equation expresses the condition does not seem
possible ,when we consider that atmospheric pressure against flat sur-
faces has been proven to vary as the square of the velocity. Among
the latest of these proofs might be cited the work of Prof. Nipher
mentioned on page 21. In regard to the formula Professor
Nipher says: "I have verified this formula and find it very
exact" There are two possible explanations of this difference in
form of the two equations: (l) air resistance is not a controlling
factor, and the other resistances vary as the first power of the
velocity or slightly less than this; (2) there is an effect pro-
duced by suction and by openings between cars which varies inversely
a i r
as the velocity, thus making the total ^resistance varj*- directly as
the velocity. The other resistances vary directly as the velocity.
Concerning the first explanation it may be said that this
is quite possible for the lower velocities , in fact the resistances
other than air resistances are the controlling factors in this case.
However at the higher velocities air resistance is appreciable and
this explanation is not sufficient.
That the second explanation is possible was shown by some
crude experiments made by the authors. The direction of the air
currents between the cars was found by dropping a handful of bits
of paper from the side of the opening between the cars. By noting
the paths of the bits of paper the directions of the air currents
were found to be as shown in Fig. 4. The direction of the train is
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shown by the large arrow head, and the directions of the air currents
are shown hy the lines between the cars. The bits of paper actually-
struck the rear end of the forward car and then fell; thus showing
that there was really a force which assisted the engine rather than
retarded it. Some such a condition as this exists at many points
about a car. The force is certainly small,but i' is at least evi-
i
dence of a compensating factor.
When we consider that wind pressure against flat surfaces
varies as the square of the velocity, it is certainly not correct to
exclude the square of the velocity from a train resistance formula.
The coefficient of the square of the velocity may,however, be so smal!.
that it may be neglected under certain conditions.
In Plate 3 is plotted the curve given in the Engineering
News of June 9,1892, representing the results of experiments up to
that time. This curve is still accepted as representing fairly well
train resistance. It is a straight line beyond 40 miles per hour;
under this it is parabolic. On this same plate is plotted a curve
whose equation is /?= + O./g/j- 0.OOO6Y • * ich practically
coincides with the Engineering Hews curve between the limits shown.
This equation is somewhat cumbersome and its lower limit is the speed
of minimum journal friction (8 to 10 miles per hour),but the infor-
mation is all in one equation instead of two as must necessarily be
the case for the Engineering News curve.
The results shown on Plate 3 may be taken as representing
resistance for passenger cars and loaded freight cars. The resist-
ance for empty freight cars may be taken as one-third higher.
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PART II
DYNAMOMETER CAR EXPERIMENTS
In the following pages is given a discussion of three tests
made with the University of Illinois dynamometer carl' The values of
the resistances given were obtained on portions of track whose
alinement and gradient were definitely determined. For each portion
of track selected, the grade and alinement were uniform. The speeds
were determined by means of a Boyer indicator , and the draw-bar pull
was read from a pressure gauge.
The reduction for grade was made by the formula,
Resistance per ton = 20 x per cent of grade.
The reduction for acceleration was made by the formula,
Resistance per ton = —LLLL t z_
5
n which V is the initial speed in miles per hour, V the final speed
in miles per hour, and 5 the distance in feet between the points at
which the speeds were / and f respectively. The coefficient 71 in-
cludes an allowance for the rotative energy of the wheels. The ro-
tative energy is taken as six per cent of the energy due to the linear
velocity.
Two experiments were "made on the C. C. C. & St. L. R. R. and one
on the i.e. R. R.
ft For an illustrated description of the car and apparatus,
see The Technograph, No. 13, p. 40-47.
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DYNAMOMETER CAR EXPERIMENTS
on
C. C. C. (5; St. L. R. R.
TEST NO. 1
This trip was made on March 8, 1900, on a local freight
train running between Urbana and Danville. The weather was clear,
there was practically no wind, and the temperature was about 50° F.
On the trip from Urbana to Danville no tests were made on account of
the dynamometer becoming disordered.
The method of making a resistance determination was as
follows: From a profile on which topography was indicated, it was
noted when the train was on an uniform grade or level; then at some
instant the positions of the pointers on the dynamometer card and
speed card were marked and after running a short distance the posi-
tions of the pointers were again marked. In this way it was possi-
ble to obtain "portion of the speed card corresponding exactly to a
A
portion of the dynamometer card.
The make-up of the train, in order from head to rear, was as
follows
:
Prom Hilliary to Muncie,
.
Dynamometer Car
5 Loaded coal cars
2 " box
3 Empty "
1 Loaded "
1 Empty "
7 Loaded "
1 Caboose Total Weight 545 T.
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From Pithian to St, Joseph,
Dynamometer car
6 Loaded coal cars
2 " box "
3 Empty " "
1 Loaded M "
1 Empty " "
6 Loaded " "
1 Caboose Total Weight 565 T.
From St. Joseph to Urbana,
Dynamometer car
6 Loaded coal cars
2 " box "
3 Empty " "
1 Loaded M "
1 Empty " "
4 Loaded " 11
1 Caboose Total Wfeight 525 T.
This train is practically a loaded train. The resistances
be considered as representing those for a loaded train under
favorable conditions of weather. The errors in the results are
from four sources: (l) error in draw bar pull; (2) error in speed
determination; (Z) error in grades; (4) error in weight of train.
(1) The draw bar pull was determined from the area of the
card
dynamometerA ostween two points. This area was divided by the
length, the quotient being the average pull. The possible error is
less than one per cent, and is nearer to one half per cent.
(2) The speeds of the train at the two points taken on the
dynamometer card were obtained from the Boyer speed card, special
care being taken to get the difference between the two speeds correct-
ly. The Boyer indicator was found to be accurate in showing the
drop or rise in speed, and hence it is believed that the difference
was determined to the 0.1 mile per hour, causing an error of at most
one per cent in the re istance as determined.
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(3) The portions of track for which the resistances were
determined were such as had their gradients well determined, and it
is probable that the errors from this source are insignificant.
(4) Since the stencilled weights were known, and the weights*'
of the loads were obtained from the shipping bills, and since the
greatest part of the load was coal which had been weighed at the
mines, the error from this source is about one per cent.
Thus it is seen that the total probable error in the reduced
resistance is about two and one-quarter per cent. On page 33 are
given in tabular form the results of this test. Columns one to
seven are explained by their headings. In column eight is given the
acceleration existing at the time the resistance was determined.
The figures giv n show the change in velocity in running one mile
provided the change continued for one mile at the rate existing atthe
time of the experiment. The remainder of the table is self explan-
atory. The total under "Resistance per Ton" is the quotient ob-
tained by dividing the draw bar pull by the total weight of the train.
The speeds range from twenty to twenty-five miles per hour,
and since the range is so small no idea of the variation of the re-
sistance with the velocity can be obtained from them. The resist-
ances,with one exception are quite low. This is due probably to the
fact that the heavily loaded coal cars gave a distribution of weight
over a comparatively small number of wheels. The one exception is
the resistance for a speed of twelve miles per hour, which is 15.40
pounds per ton. This speed is certainly above that for minimum
journal friction, and if there is no error of observation, it is
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difficult to account for this high resistance. It is to be noted,
however that there was a very rapid acceleration, and this may have
been the cause. It is noticeable throughout this test that the amount
of acceleration seems to affect the reduced resistance. ( in Tables
1 o 3 designated "Resistance on Level"), the higher the acceleration
the higher the reduced resistance.
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DYNAMOMETER CAR EXPERIMENTS
on
C. C. C. & ST. L. R. R.
TEST NO. 2
The run was made on April 3, 1900, on the local freight
train running between Urbana and Danville. The sky was clouded,
the rail dry , temperature about 50 F. There was a wind having a ve-
locity of about 15 miles per hour blowing against the train. It
ranged between 30 and 45 degrees with the track.
The method of making the resistance determinations was the
same as that used in Test No, 1.
The make-up of the train, in order from head to rear, was
as follows:
From Urbana to Gt. Joseph,
Dynamometer Car
4 Empty box cars
12 if coal ft
3 t! box tt
1 tt flat ft
4 ft box tt
1 Caboose
-. Joseph to Hilliary,
Dynamometer Car
4 Empty box cars
1 Loaded " "
12 Empty coal "
3 " box "
1 " flat "
4 " box
1 Caboose
1 Several of the cars were loaded with a few hundred pounds of mer-
chandise which was loaded or unloaded at points along the run. The
weight of train for each experiment is given in given in the table
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on page 37. This train is practically a train of empties.
On the return trip it rained at the time the experiments were
made; there was a slight wind, and the temperature was the same as
on the trip out.
The make-up of the train was as follows,
Prom Hilliary to Muncie,
Dynamometer Car
6 Loaded coal cars
4 » box "
1 Empty " "
1 Scale car
7 Loaded box cars
1 Caboose Total Weight 592.6 T.
From Muncie to Oakwood,
Dynamometer Car
7 Loaded coal cars
4 " box »
1 Empty " »
1 Scale car
7 Loaded box cars
1 Caboose Total Weight 631.0 T.
Prom Oakwood to Urbana,
Dynamometer Car
7 Loaded coal cars
4 " box »
1 Scale car •
7 Loaded box cars
1 Caboose Total Weight 615.8 T.
This train is practically a loaded train.
The conditions of weather were somewhat unfavorable in this
test; but, with the exception of the high wind on the trip out, t" y
were not extraordinary and the results obtained on the return trip
may be considered as being average values. It is to be expected
that the results found on the trip out are affected by the wind, es-
pecially since the train consisted of empty cars. They are probably
somewhat high for ordinary conditions.
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The values of the resistances obtained in this test are
given on page 37. Resistances nos. 1,2, 5, and 4 were obtained on
the trip out, the others on the return trip. The sources of error
are the samp as those stated on page 51. The headings of the table
are the same as those of the table for Test No. 1.
In this test we have resistances for both empty and loaded
cars. The speeds for the loaded train range between 20 and 25 miles
per hour and those for the train of empty cars between 23 and 35
miles per hour. The results are plotted in Plate 4 and an average
line is drawn for each set. It is to be noted that the points which
are above the lines represent resistances which were taken while
there was higher accaleration than that for the resistances falling
below the lines. Here as in Test No. 1 the amount of acceleration
seems to affect the reduced resistance.
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DYNAMOMETER CAR EXPERIMENTS
on
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
TEST NO. 3.
The run was made on May 3, 1899, from Chicago to Champaign.
There was practically no wind and the weather was clear. The temp-
erature was about 70°F. The train consisted of empty cars, many of
which were just out of the shop. The length of the train was changed
twice during the run. The make-up of the train, in order from head
to rear ,was as follows:
From Chicago to Ctto,
Dynamometer Car
25 Box Cars "
28 Coal "
1 Caboose Total Weight 710 Tons
From Otto to Gilman,
Dynamometer Car
18 Box Cars
28 Coal "
1 Caboose Total Weight 619 Tons
From Oilman to Champaign,
Dynamometer Car
28 Coal Cars
1 Caboose Total Weight 381 Tons
The train consisted mainly of coal cars,which give an un-
favorable distribution of weight,hence a high resistance.
The resistances determined were for portions of track having
uniform gradient and alinement. At the instant of passing a mile
post ,marks were made on the speed and dynamometer cards so that the
position of the car could be located by means of these points. The
portions of track selected were well in the middle part of a long
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stretch of level or uniform, grade so that any small error in the
location of a mile post on the profile would net affect the work.
On page 41 are given in tabular form the results of this
test. Columns one to seven are explained by their headings. In
column eight is given a factor of the accelerating force, V being
the initial speed and V* the final speed. In the ninth oclumn is
given the distance in feet between the two points at which the
specdswere V and V. The results in the column headed "Resistance
per Ton" correspond to those on page 36 having the same heading.
The sources of error in this test are the same as those
mentioned on page 35.
The resistances determined are plotted in Plate 5. A quite
is found
uniform variation of resistance with speedA for the train weighing
381 tons. The resistances found for the other two lengths of train
are higher than those for the short train by about one fifth. This
increase in resistance is due to two causes: (l) increased air re-
sistance: (2) increased oscillations. The fijfst can not amount to
a great deal, for the speeds were not very high, and the difference
is too great to be accounted for in this way. The second is probably
the true cause of the greater part of the increased resistance.
The trains were longer and the longitudinal vibrations were corres-
pondingly greater , causing a lose of power.
The line represents the results found for the
shortest train. The conditions for the other two trains in regard
to length and constitution were different from the last one so that
the results of the three trains can not be taken together.
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In this test as in the preceding ones acceleration seems
to affect the reduced resistance. F.or the shortest train it is
found that resistances taken wh'le there was positive acceleration
lie above the line /T 888 j+/8 while those taken while there
was negative acceleration lie below the line.
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CONCLUSION TO PART II
The results derived in these three ter ts give resistances
for loaded cars from 4. 92 to 7.57 pounds per ton for speeds ranging
between 20 and 25 miles per hour. It is to be noted that when the
trains were loaded the maximum speeds were between these limits. The
resistance 4.92 pounds is probably a minimum and 7.57 pounds is nearer
the average to be expected. For empty trains we find the speeds
running up to 36 miles per hour, and whenever the trains consisted
of empty cars the maximum speeds range between 30 and 35 miles per
hour. The resistances found for these speeds were from 12 to 14
pounds per ton.
The train experimented with on the Illinois Central Rail-
road was of about the same weight as the empty train experimented
with on the Big Four Railroad, but the former consisted of empty coal
c rs while the latter Was a mixed train. The resistances found for
the Big Four train are about five per cent higher than those found
for the Illinois Central train. This difference is due
,
perhaps , to
the difference in the constitution of the trains.
fact
The most notableA found in the three tests is that the re-
duced resistances seem to be affected by acceleration. In Plates 6
and 7 are plotted the results of the tests to a scale which better
indicates the effect of the acceleration. It is seen from these
diagrams that the points marked with the higher accelerations lie in
the upper part of the diagrams ,which is to Bay that the hi her the
acceleration the higher the resistance.
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. .
This result is difficult to explain. It would at first
seem that the formula used in finding the accelerating force was in
error. This formula is the same as the one deduced by Wellington
in his ^Economic Theory of Railway Location" , the form being changed
somewhat to facilitate computation. The only possible error is a
matter of one or two per cent in the amount added for rotative
energy of the wheels. This is not enough to explain the matter.
It might be possible that there was some unforseen error in the
train weights, but the accelerations affect the results in the same
way in each of the three tests, so that this is certainly not the
case, errors in weight would not all be made in the same direction.
The conclusion is that acceleration does affect the resistance by an
amount more than the accelerating force. There is not enough mater-
ial in these tests to prove this a general fact, and any attempt to
explain it is ill timed.
Comparing the results of these tests with the formulas
given by Wellington in his "Economic Theory of Railway Location"
we find that the resistances found in the tests are 15 to 20 per
cent lower than those given by k/$ formulas. This shows the in-
crease in economy in hauling freight, since Wellington made his
experiments (1973). This is mainly due to the increased capacity
of cars. There is still a tendency to increase the capacities , and
it is therefore to be expected that resistances still lower will
be found.
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